Finding Aid for the New York State Public Employment Relations Board Office of Public Employment Practices and Representation Improper Practice Charge Case Files series.

Finding Aid Publication Date: Dec 20th, 2019

**Online Finding Aid Record:**
http://iarchives.nysed.gov/xtf/view?docId=ead/findingaids/17493.xml

**Overview of Records**

**Repository:**
New York State Archives

**Summary:**
Files in this series document complaints and decisions in improper practice cases, including those relating to the Taylor Law. Cases handled by the New York City mini-PERB are not included. Files contain petitions, notices, briefs, affidavits, answers, exhibits, hearing transcripts, correspondence, work notes, decisions, and in certain cases withdrawal requests or appeal papers. Most cases involve union charges against management practices and contain more information than is found in published decisions.

**Creator:**

**Title:**
Improper practice charge case files

**Inclusive Dates:**
approximately 1967-2011
Quantity:
866 cubic feet

Series Number:
17493

Arrangement:
Roughly by assigned case number.


Administrative History:
The Representation and Improper Practice Unit of the Public Employment Relations Board reviews petitions from public employee organizations and employers concerning the creation of new negotiating units and recognition of employee bargaining agents, approves the transfer of members between existing units, and designates management/confidential positions. The unit issues decisions on improper labor practice charges and declaratory rulings clarifying whether certain matters are subject to collective negotiations. The unit also conducts hearings to determine if work stoppages are illegal strikes.

Scope and Contact Note:
Files in this series, which have "U" case numbers, document complaints and decisions in improper practice cases, including those relating to the Taylor Law. Cases handled by the New York City mini-PERB are not included. Files contain petitions, notices, briefs, affidavits, answers, exhibits, hearing transcripts, correspondence, work notes, decisions, and in certain cases withdrawal requests or appeal papers. Most cases involve union charges against management practices. The files contain far more information about charges and responses than is found in published decisions. Cases are tracked through docket books that are scheduled for transfer to, but not yet in the possession of the State Archives.

Use of Records:

Access Restrictions:
There are no restrictions regarding access to or use of this material.
**Related Information:**

**Related Materials:**
Series 16228, Improper Practice Charges and Legal Suits (Litigated), contains related records generated by the Governor's Office of Employee Relations (GOER).

**Other Finding Aids:**
Container lists are available at the repository, except as noted below.

17493-08, 17493-14, 17493-14A, 17493-15: Folder list is available at the repository.

17493-18, 17493-18A, 17493-18B, 17493-19, 17493-19A: Transfer list is available at the repository.

The cumulative digest and index to volumes 1-10 of

**Acquisition Information:**
17493-13: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 860021, 880002, 900001, 900006, 910003, 910010, 910013, 910015, 910016, 910017, 920004, 920008, 920017, 930004, 930015, 930018, 940001, 940002, 94004, 940008, 940014, 950002, 950016, 960010, 960012, 960014, 970002, 970012, 020013, 020014, 020015, 030004, 030011, 040002, 040011, 050003, 050005, 050008, 050010, 050016, 050021, 050023, 050024, 050025, 060001, 060005, 070001, 070013, 070010, 070011, 070015, 070016, 090002, 090009, and 090011.

17493-14: This accretion includes records from transfer list 070022.

17493-14A: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 000003, 000015, 010006, 010019, 040014, 050009, 080005, 080008, 080009, 960006, 980007, 990008, 980011, 990005, 090001, 030013, 010009, 010013, and 010015.

17493-15: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 090010 and 090003.

17493-16: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 090025, 090030, and 100001.

17493-16A: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 100006 and 100010.

17493-17: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 100013 and 100015.

17493-17A: This accretion includes records from transfer list 110002.

17493-18: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 120001 and 120007.

17493-18A: This accretion includes records from transfer list 120011.

17493-18B: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 120015 and 120017.

17493-19: This accretion was transferred under RDA 17493 and includes records from transfer lists 130001, 130004, and 140019.

17493-19A: This accretion includes records from transfer list 130012.

**Access Terms:**

**Subjects:**

- Employee-management relations in government--New York (State)
- Labor disputes
- Collective bargaining--Government employees--New York (State)
- Civil service--New York (State)

**Corporate Names:**

- New York State Archives

**Genres:**

- Legal documents
- Case files

**Geographic Names:**

- New York (State)

**Functions:**

- Administering collective labor agreements
- Managing industrial relations

**Detailed Description:**

Contact repository for copy with container list information.